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With the appropriate jigs and fixtures, the router can perform a range of tasks previously reserved

for more cumbersome tools. Pat Warner holds patents on a number of router-related devices and in

this guide shows how to construct such jigs & fixtures.'
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Pat Warner is an industry expert in the development of routers and router accessories, and he holds

patents on many router-related products. He is also a contributing editor to Woodworking magazine,

and his projects and articles have been featured in Fine Woodworking and American Woodworking,

among others. Warner is the author of The Router Joinery Handbook and Getting the Very Best

from Your Router.

As the title promises, this book contains fast, easy and accurate router jigs. They are good, very

good. However, to get there one has to contend with a mish-mash of colloquial American and

incomprehensible illustrations.Let's consider the second jig as an example (Chapter 4). There are

two clear photographs showing the whole jig, many other small unclear ones of small portions of it,

five large diagrams showing portions of it, and two nice perspective drawings illustrating the whole

jig. The clear photographs, it eventually dawns, show the jig lying upside-down and with a shape

different from that shown in all the drawings. The workpiece is in a different position in every



illustration (and is magically without any tearout). Just to confuse thing further, there is a color

photograph of the same jig on the cover - it is printed the wrong way around. It took me, an architect

of 45 years experience and lots of woodwork behind me, more than two hours to unravel the mess.

One should know that this complexity cosists of only three fixed boards an one sliding part!

Whatever became of ordinary orthographic drawings that have served architects and engineers well

since the middle ages?Authors and publishers should realize that books sold on the WWW will be

bought by many readers who will navigate 'standard' English with difficulty and only with the help of

a dictionary. The kind of home-brew language used in this book will be completely unintelligible to

them. Bismarck was right when he said that words are used to conceal intent.To summarize, this

book is a broken Chinese puzzle box. It will take a long time to open but if you succeed, a diamond

awaits inside. I would strongly strongly recommend recommend buying Ian Kirby's excellent THE

ACCURATE ROUTER as a companion to this one.

Pat's writing is terse. There are no wasted words in this book or his other tomes. Perhaps that is

why some readers find it difficult to understand. Every sentence is important!When you read this

excellent book, you must consider each sentence carefully, read in sequence and re-read.Even

though I have been working with wood over fifty years, I learned SO MUCH from this book! I now

have numerous dedicated jigs that serve me very well and provide excellent results. I feel MUCH

safer with Warner's jigs and fixtures than I ever have with other router-jigs culled from magazines,

books and videos. The set-ups are fast, easy and as close to perfect as I have ever seen.Perhaps

this is another reason some reviewers find Warner's works confusing: You must have some

experience with woodworking to comprehend the ingenious elegant simplicity of his designs. If you

do not understand wood as a material and its idiosyncrasies, or if you haven't used routers a great

deal, much of Warner's writing may seem abstruse. From my peculiar background, everything he

says makes perfect sense. Each page brings several "Eureka! moments."Since I grew up in a

violin-shop, most of my woodworking background was with hand-tools. In my twenties I took to

designing and building recording studios, timber-frame homes, and later, boats. Those occupations

required the use of power tools, but I still didn't have much experience with routers until I starting

building musical instruments again. I quickly learned "respect" (read: "fear") for routers. As a

musician I am particularly careful about preserving my fingers. A few near-misses with routers

convinced me to temporarily stop using them. Enter Pat Warner and this book...Pat uses sound

mechanical principles and engineering logic based on his training & considerable experience. By his

own admission, he is largely self-taught and has learned much from his own mistakes. Mistakes are



the best teachers. The trick is to insure you do not pay a dear price for your mistakes. Mr. Warner's

jigs do that better than all others.In the first of the book, Pat clearly describes the dangers and

pitfalls of using routers. Later, he eloquently describes solutions for jigging them safely. Not only are

his jigs the safest I have used, they provide quick set-up, versatility and repeatable accuracy to very

tight tolerances. (typically to one thousandth of an inch!)The B&W pictures and illustrations are clear

and unambiguous. Where necessary, dimensions are given. I have found no mistakes in the

illustrations, descriptions or dimensions.Most of Warner's jigs are for woodworking joints commonly

used in furniture-making. Yet I have found that once you absorb the principles by which these jigs

work, you can adapt his ideas to almost any woodworking task: Making perfectly symmetrical

templates for guitar-parts or boat-building forms, curved table-tops & shaped or tapered legs,

irregular cabinet designs and perfect circles such as those required for audiophile speaker

cabinets.Although I am not much of a lathe-turner, many of the members at our local woodworking

club are. Using Pat's principles, I modified his small-part jig to rout perfect angled-segments for

segmented bowl-turning. Do you realize how difficult that is? Normally, it is an exercise in

frustration, fraught with physical dangers to yourself and the potential for wasting valuable wood.

Even if you don't completely screw up the compound angles of segments, turners are often stymied

by ill-fitting segments because of imperfect alignments.If you are a turner and wish to create

interesting designs with segmented turning, Warner's advice on safely jigging small parts accurately

is invaluable... worth the price of this book MANY times over!Again, this is NOT a book for tyros and

it requires careful study. There is no "fluff" or "filler" to Pat's writing. Some people find his style

difficult or "puzzling." I find it refreshingly concise.SO, with all that in mind I will give this book my

highest possible recommendation with these few provisions:1~ You must have some experience

with woodworking and understand the basics of wood as a material.2~ You must have a need for

these types of jigs in your woodworking.3~ You must have SOME experience with routers and other

jigs to appreciate the ingenious simplicity of these designs.4~ You must be willing to SLOW DOWN,

read carefully and THINK.If you meet those few requirements, you are ready for this book and will

gain MUCH from reading and applying its wisdom.If you are a part-time weekend warrior, you'll still

get added safety and learn ideas to improve your chances of success.If you do not read it carefully

or appreciate Pat's terse writing style, the author's genius may elude you. It may even frustrate

those only familiar with the casual "for dummies" writing-style found in many woodworking

magazines.If you are looking for a new "trick," gadget or gimmick to prevent thoughtless errors, this

is not for you. None of Warner's contraptions are "the new Kreg jig," a plastic Rockler "innovation" or

a woodpeckers' tool-of-the-month. Warner's jigs may not seem elegant or easy to the uninitiated.



After you USE his jigs, they become beautiful works of functional art.This is NOT a "one-size-fits-all"

or "gee-whiz... You Too can be creative in woodworking!" kind of book. It is NOT for beginners. It is

a reliable method for improving safety, accuracy, comfort and speed. These jigs and (most

importantly) Warner's reasoning, brings professional accuracy with maximum safety &

ease.Personally, I feel I did not pay enough for this book. Whenever I get to his part of California

again, I am going to buy Pat dinner and drinks.The tittle is accurate. This book delivers.The

dollar-cost of the book is nothing. Your investment in studying and applying Pat's principles is the

real entry-fee.It will PAY YOU to read and apply Warner's wise words.

At well under $10, delivered, for a used copy, this old-school book makes sense to understand how

Pat Warner thinks of jigs and uses them.As for building jigs, it is sorely lacking. It seems to be plans

measured from the jigs he has in his shop, without regard to the "why" of certain materials or

dimensions. From what I can tell, he uses whatever finished stock he has, and things like a 2 1/8"

dimension just seem to be what was on hand, not a critical dimension at all. On the other hand,

things that should be precise aren't, like making the distance from a pivot point to the adjustment

point being exactly twice the distance from the pivot to the cutter, so that 1/16" of adjustment

corresponds to 1/32" of change at the cutter.

Though I'm a Pat Warner fan, his book on jigs would have profited from a better editor. Warner

doesn't provide step by step directions on making and using some of the jigs described in the text.

Woodworkers with lots of experience will understand what's missing, but the average do-it-yourself

reader may not.

This is an older book and is only average. It's kind of "old school." In its day, it was probably a great

book. Would not have bought it if I had realized it was an older book. If you make something in it, it

would be fine, as the author writes well.

Very good, especially if you are a beginner with a router, or even an experienced wood worker.

Good book, worth buying.

I received an email on 12/20/10 telling me that the item was posted but I did not receive the item. I

contacted the seller on 01/07/11 and received an email stating a replacement has been posted but I

did not receive that still (01/17/11). On 01/07/11 email said it would take 10 business days minimum,



so I am waiting till this weekend to request for refund.

This book is mistitled. Mr.Warner seems to be expert in his field, however I'dcall this ADVANCED

JIGS FOR THE EXPERT WOOD WORKER.I have read a dozen books on wood techniques, and

itwill be many months beforeI figure out some of thediagrams and terminologyused in this tome.
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